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Chapter 1701: Southern Wild Emperor, the master of the earth! 

 

“BOOM!” 

Immediately after, his legs were the first to explode, bringing out a large amount of blood. Following 

that, his chest exploded, and his body quickly crumbled. 

The endless saber intent that wrapped around him almost made him explode. 

“No, I really don’t want to die!” 

The demonized ancient immortal’s immortal body roared with all its might, trying to find any flaw in the 

void to escape. 

“Bang!” 

In just a few short breaths, only its head was left. 

When its trembling eyes saw ye chen, it did not know if it was an illusion, but it actually saw an 

incomparable Phantom of a God that seemed to sit on the throne of the immortal Emperor of the nine 

Heavens. 

“Heavenly Emperor ...” 

The ancient deity’s remaining consciousness trembled violently, as if in disbelief.””How could he be the 

heavenly Emperor? impossible, he can’t be the heavenly Emperor ...” 

“Hehe, I, immortal Guhua, was confident that my calculations were flawless. I didn’t think that I would 

die in a mere small chiliocosm ...” 

It growled in a low voice, as if it was lamentable. 

As its consciousness gradually weakened, its eyes revealed that it had accidentally obtained a magical 

bottle. Through this magical bottle, it learned that there was a mysterious race in this world. 

This race was known as the divine race, and even the ancient Immortals had to be wary of them. 

In order to pursue this secret of the gods race, he had exhausted all his efforts to deduce a trace of 

heavenly secrets. He escaped to the lower realm without caring about his injuries and was then hunted 

down by many tribulation passing stage powerhouses in the spiritual realm. 

In the end, he escaped to this world called the immortal burial star. To his surprise, he found out that 

the immortal burial star had been created by a member of the God race. 

What made him even more ecstatic was that this God race member had actually fallen and left behind 

the God race’s inherited godhood. 

However, before he could recover his composure, he was blocked by the Aboriginals of this realm. A 

human being who was called Emperor Xuanyuan suppressed him here. 



“I ... I’m not willing ...” 

With the last roar, the remaining head of the demonized ancient immortal exploded, turning into 

countless light spots that scattered between the heaven and earth. 

This existence that had caused the entire earth to despair had finally been killed by ye chen! 

The world suddenly became quiet. 

Everyone trembled as they watched this scene! 

Had the disaster hanging over their heads finally passed? 

After an unknown period of time, everyone who had met in a desperate situation was moved to tears. 

Then, they all knelt down on one knee toward ye chen. 

“We will never forget the heavenly Lord’s kindness of saving the world!” 

Almost at the same time, in every corner of the earth, there were dark figures kneeling down in 

different directions. 

The sincere and excited voices came together and shook the world. 

At that moment, the four ancestors of sorcery looked at each other and knelt down on one knee, 

shouting,””We pay our respects to Emperor nankuang!” 

Since ancient times, only Emperor Xuanyuan could be called a great emperor, and ye chen had done 

something that Emperor Xuanyuan could not. 

Why couldn’t he be called a great emperor? 

The voices of the four seemed to be able to reach every corner of the world, as if they could reach 

everyone’s mind. 

“We pay our respects to Emperor nankuang!” 

In the next moment, the sounds from all over the world gathered together and formed an extremely 

terrifying storm. 

The storm was like the voice of the world. 

At this moment, the figure standing in the void ... 

To them, it was no different from an immortal descending to the mortal world! 

He killed an immortal with his own strength, what else could he be if not an immortal? 

He had saved the entire world and all the living beings in it! 

Everyone knew very well that ye chen was no longer the number one person on earth. More accurately, 

he was the Lord of the earth! 

Ye chen looked at the world in shambles and heard the earth-shaking shouts. The pressure that had 

been suppressed in his heart for a long time was completely released. 



“That was close ...” 

He had just used up his last piece of Supreme-grade immortal Jade. If the immortal slaying Flying Dagger 

couldn’t kill him, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

Fortunately, the result did not disappoint him. 

The immortal slaying Flying Dagger was worthy of the word “immortal slaying”! 

At this time, a light that seemed to dim at any time fell into his hand, and then the immortal flying knife 

was revealed. 

“Venerable sovereign,” the immortal slaying saber said weakly.”I’ve consumed too much of my Origin 

Energy. I might have to sleep for a while ...” 

“Rest in peace, I will repair you.” 

Ye chen nodded slightly. He opened his mouth and swallowed it into his body to nourish it. 

However, the next moment, a jumbled and shocking scene appeared in his mind. 

The owner of the image was the ancient immortal. 

“This is a fragment of an ancient immortal’s memory?” ye chen was slightly shocked. 

“Supreme immortal Guhua, liuxian bottle, the secret of the gods race ...” 

As he digested the memories, his eyes flashed with golden light from time to time. “It’s exactly as I had 

predicted ...” 

The liuxian bottle in his body was something that the ancient immortal had obtained by chance. The 

liuxian bottle had a cap, and the cap contained the secrets of the gods race. 

However, in the process of escaping, the ancient immortal lost the bottle cap. 

Therefore, when ye chen obtained the liuxian bottle, he did not know what its effects were. He only 

knew that it had the magical effect of accelerating ripening. 

“God race ...” 

Ye chen raised his eyes slightly and sized up the world as if he wanted to see through 

everything.””Pangu, where is the divine spark you left behind?” 

Chapter 1702: If you go along with it, you’ll be mortal; if you go against it, you’ll be immortal! 

 

With the death of the ancient immortal. 

The entire earth immediately regained its long-lost peace. However, legends about ye chen were 

circulating all over the world. 

In order to thank ye chen for saving the world, countless people set up a statue of ye chen in their 

homes, bathed in incense, and prayed day and night. 



This was because the current ye chen was like a god to the entire earth! 

All the countries in the world sent messengers to China to express their gratitude, even the United 

States and North Korea, which claimed to be the rulers of the world, were no exception. 

In an instant, China became the Holy Land on earth. 

Countless cultivators and ordinary people traveled thousands of miles to China just to worship the Holy 

Land in their hearts and to see the God in their hearts up close. 

A month later. 

Tian Nan, China, Lin city, behind the mountain of the ye family. 

Ye chen sat lazily on the grass with a blade of grass in his mouth. He looked at the three children playing 

in the distance with a doting expression. 

In the past month, he had refused any visitors and seemed to enjoy the peace and quiet. 

“Rustle, rustle, rustle ...” 

At this moment, a fragrant wind blew over from afar. 

A gentle hand covered her eyes from behind, and a gentle voice rang in her ear.””Guess who I am?” 

Ye chen chuckled. He turned over and pressed her under him, then kissed her delicate face. 

“No, don’t ...” 

Su Yuhan panicked and pushed him away with her hands, her face as red as blood. 

Ye chen forced a kiss on her before letting her go. He lay down gently beside her and used his hands as a 

pillow. “Let’s see if you still dare to tease me?” 

“Little Chen, why do you think so many people want to become Immortals?” 

Su Yuhan suddenly lay on his body and looked at him calmly.””Is there really such a great charm to 

becoming an immortal?” 

“Immortal Ascension ...” 

Ye chen mumbled,”that’s just the way people think to escape their fear. Instead of saying that people 

want to become Immortals, it’s better to say that people are afraid of death.” 

“As the saying goes, if you go along, you’ll be mortal. If you go against it, you’ll be immortal. In fact, if 

you go along, you’ll die. If you go against it, you’ll have a chance of survival!” 

“Are you afraid of death?” 

Su Yuhan was slightly stunned, and then she seemed to understand.””That’s right. Life, old age, sickness, 

and death have been everyone’s nightmare since ancient times. No one doesn’t wish to live longer, even 

to live forever.” 

“Xiao Chen, are you afraid of death?” she suddenly asked. 



“How can I not be afraid?” 

“If I die, I won’t be able to see you, much less our child.” Ye chen smiled. 

Su Yuhan fell silent. 

After an unknown amount of time, she sighed faintly and said,””What if I disappear from your sight one 

day?” 

As soon as she said this, ye Chen’s body stiffened slightly. Then, he looked at her with a complicated 

expression.”How much of your past life have you remembered?” 

For the past month, he had been avoiding this question on purpose. 

It wasn’t that he didn’t want to face it, but that he didn’t dare to. 

But in the end, he still found himself lying to himself. 

Su Yuhan was the nether Lord’s reincarnation. If she continued to be the weak woman she was in the 

past, perhaps she would have a happy life with ye chen. 

However, this was not realistic. 

This was because if su Yuhan did not cultivate, there would be a day when her life would run out. Ye 

chen would not allow his woman to accompany him for only a few decades. 

However, if su Yuhan’s cultivation became stronger, the distance between her and the identity of the 

Lord of the Underworld would be greatly shortened. 

This was a self-contradictory problem. 

Therefore, ye chen had never dared to face it. 

Meeting his eyes, su Yuhan bit her lips and nodded in the end.””I’ve remembered a lot. Xiao Chen, do 

you know? The more I remember, the more afraid I am ...” 

“Because I’m afraid of leaving you ...” He said. 

Hearing this, ye chen subconsciously held her hand and said in a deep voice,””Then don’t think about 

anything.” 

“Is that possible?” 

Su Yuhan smiled bitterly.”During this time, whenever I close my eyes, I feel like my body doesn’t belong 

to me anymore. I’ve seen many scenes. I’ve seen a familiar yet strange, even terrifying shadow ...” 

As she spoke, her body began to tremble uncontrollably, as if she was under great pressure and pain. 

Ye chen quickly hugged her and whispered in her ear,””Remember, no matter what happens to you, I’m 

here. As long as I’m here, no one can change you.” 

“Mm ...” 



Su Yuhan nodded slightly, then snuggled in his arms, quietly watching the three children playing in the 

distance. Her face couldn’t help but show the radiance of maternal instinct. 

“Little Chen, I really want to spend the rest of my life with you like this, to watch Mengmeng grow up, to 

watch Ye Ming grow up ...” 

…… 

After an unknown period of time, she had already fallen asleep in ye Chen’s arms. Her eyelashes 

trembled slightly and her beautiful face seemed to be mixed with a trace of pain. 

“Lord of the dark ...” 

Ye Chen’s gaze suddenly turned cold.”Even if you’re the demon ancestor, you won’t be able to separate 

me from Yuhan, let alone the nether Lord!” 

“I’d like to see how your remnant spirituality can affect my woman.” 

Then, he picked up su Yuhan and disappeared from the spot. 

High up in the sky, the clouds formed an array. 

Ye chen gently put su Yuhan down and sat cross-legged, splitting a thread of his divine will and slowly 

entering su Yuhan’s niwan Palace. 

The niwan Palace was the place where a person’s primordial spirit resided. It was extremely sensitive. If 

it was affected by a little external force, it could turn into an idiot or even destroy the soul. 

Chapter 1703: Nether Lord’s obsession, changes in Yinxu! 

 

Ye chen was shocked. 

Su Yuhan’s niwan Palace was a dark place, as if it was an endless hell, cold and dark. 

At the end of the darkness, there was a faint flash of light. Then, a Black Lotus slowly swept toward ye 

chen. 

On top of the Black Lotus, there was a majestic figure that exuded an aura as if she was the king of the 

world. 

The beautiful figure turned into su Yuhan, but her eyes were full of nobility.””You’ve finally come!” 

“The nether Lord?” Ye Chen’s eyes flashed. 

“No, I’m Your Woman, su Yuhan!” The beautiful figure shook her head slightly. 

“What a load of nonsense!” Ye chen was so angry that he laughed. 

“I can’t do anything if you don’t admit it.” 

The beautiful figure sighed.”The true Lord of the Underworld was long scattered in that battle. Only his 

obsession remained in this world.” 



“Obsession?” Ye chen frowned. 

“That’s right, it’s indeed an obsession!” 

The beautiful figure nodded.”The nether Lord has long fallen, but her obsession still remains. Her 

clansmen are now enslaved. They are in deep trouble and can not be saved. This is her obsession ...” 

“She was peerless in her generation and looked down on everyone. She single-handedly suppressed the 

spiritual realm, but she was killed by a true immortal in the lower realm. She was unwilling, and this was 

also her obsession ...” 

Hearing this, ye chen said coldly,”since it’s an obsession, why don’t you return to your ashes? return to 

your ashes. Stay in this world and harm others?” 

“May I ask if you can get rid of your obsession? My Immortal Emperor!” 

The beautiful figure smiled and looked at ye chen quietly.””Your existence is even greater than the Lord 

of the Underworld. You are the immortal Emperor of the nine Heavens, ruling the ten thousand worlds. 

However, you were betrayed by your sinful disciple and pulled down from the throne of the immortal 

Emperor. Many of your old subordinates have either died or become disabled ...” 

“Can you choose to forget all this?” 

She was a part of su Yuhan’s consciousness, so she naturally knew ye Chen’s Secret. After all, ye chen 

had told su Yuhan this secret from the beginning. 

“We can ‘t!” Ye chen snorted coldly. 

He, ye chen, was also considered a vengeful person. The battle in the immortal world had a great impact 

on him. How could he forget it? 

Moreover, even if he was willing to forget, he was afraid that the group of people in the immortal world 

would not be able to live in peace. Unless he died, or even everyone related to him died. 

“Since that’s the case, what qualifications do you have to make the nether Lord give up on his 

obsession?” 

The beautiful figure smiled slightly and said without any sarcasm,””How about we make a deal?” 

“What deal?” Ye chen said. 

“The reason why you are so against me and the nether Lord is because you think that we will affect your 

woman and even let her take her away from you,” she said slowly. 

“Isn’t that the case?” Ye chen sneered. 

“No!” 

She shook her head.”The Lord of The Dark World is dead. I’m just a wisp of obsession. It’s hard to even 

influence her, let alone possess her.” 

“She will still be su Yuhan. The only difference is that she has accepted the Dark Lord’s ability and 

inheritance, so she will naturally bear the heavy responsibility of the Dark Lord.” 



“So, I hope to make a deal with you.” 

She looked at ye chen.”Whether it’s you or me, don’t affect su Yuhan’s choice. In return, I can promise 

that when you return to the immortal world in the future, the millions of soldiers of the underworld will 

be your strongest support.” 

“Do you think that’s possible?” Ye chen chuckled. 

“Why not?” 

“Don’t forget,” she said with a slight frown.”With your and su Yuhan’s identities, you’re a big problem 

for both the spiritual world and the immortal world.” 

“Think about it, when the spiritual realm or the celestial realm learns of your existence, what kind of 

situation will you face?” 

“That Supreme immortal Guhua is only a golden immortal and he doesn’t even have a fraction of his 

strength left, yet he was able to put you in such a difficult position.” 

“What if the next one to descend to this world is a zenith heaven golden immortal?” 

“What if that Rascal of yours personally descends?” 

At this point, she could not help but shake her head,”you may have a way to escape, but what about 

your woman?” Are you going to let him live under your protection for the rest of his life?” 

“So, what I mean is that su Yuhan should bear the responsibility that she should bear. It’s a kind of 

pressure, but also an opportunity, so that she can grow quickly and become your greatest help in the 

future.” 

“I believe su Yuhan doesn’t want to be a burden to you.” 

Listening to her story, ye chen fell into silence. 

“You should consider it carefully!” 

The beautiful figure shook her head slightly and then disappeared from su Yuhan’s mind. 

…… 

Above the clouds, ye chen retracted his divine will and slowly opened his eyes. He looked at the sleeping 

su Yuhan with a complicated gaze. 

He waved his sleeve and landed on the ground with su Yuhan. 

At this moment, old ancestor yellow spring and the four ancestors of sorcery rushed over. 

“Fellow Daoist ye, something happened!” 

“There’s an accident in Yinxu,”old ancestor yellow spring said. 

“What exactly happened?” Ye chen frowned. 



“All the living beings in Yinxu have been expelled to the outside world,” Emperor Jiang said in a deep 

voice.”The whole Yinxu is sealed by a mysterious force. We can’t go there no matter how hard we try.” 

At the same time, the Pangu axe Artifact Spirit slave that ye chen had kept in his consciousness trembled 

slightly and said,””It’s master’s aura. I can sense master’s aura ...” 

Chapter 1704: The space teleportation formation is visible at the end of the road! 

 

“Master’s aura?” 

Ye chen was stunned at first, then his heart trembled.”Pangu? Pangu’s aura?” 

The Pangu axe was a weapon forged by Pangu, so the ‘master’ mentioned by the axe spirit was naturally 

Pangu. 

“Yes, it’s master!” 

“Yinxu!” The weapon spirit of the Pangu axe said excitedly,”I sense my master’s aura in Yinxu ...” 

“Yin Xu ...” 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered. 

As soon as something happened in Yinxu, Pangu’s energy appeared. 

Could there be a connection between the two ...? 

He took a step forward. 

In the next moment, his figure appeared in front of the entrance of the Yinxu passage on the general 

Army mountain thousands of miles away. 

The Chinese experts in charge of guarding the Yinxu passage all knelt on the ground,””Greetings, great 

emperor!” 

Ye chen nodded slightly and looked at the Yinxu passage. His eyes flashed, and then he thrust out a 

palm, which landed heavily on the huge stone door. 

An amazing scene appeared. In the face of his attack, the stone door did not move at all. It seemed to 

have absorbed all of his power. 

Old ancestor yellow spring and the four ancestors of sorcery were also surprised. 

One should know that with ye Chen’s current strength, even they would not be able to withstand a light 

blow from him. Yet, it couldn’t even shake a mere stone gate? 

Ye chen raised his eyebrows and turned to Feng chenzi, who was in charge of guarding this place, and 

said,”When did this change happen?” 

“Your Majesty, it was just a joss stick’s time ago!” Feng chenzi did not dare to hide anything. 

“The time it takes for an incense stick to burn?” 



Ye chen frowned slightly, then transmitted his voice to Gu nu,””The power of the restriction in the Yinxu 

passage seems to have been strengthened. Do you know how to enter?” 

“This is a technique that master left behind.” 

“Even I don’t know how to get in,” Gu nu replied. 

“Is that so?” 

Ye chen was a little disappointed. He looked at the stone door in front of him quietly and his body 

suddenly trembled slightly. 

Because under the remaining light, he found that there was a dent at the bottom of the stone door. The 

dent was shaped like a bottle. 

The liuxian bottle? 

At that moment, ye chen could not help but have such a thought flash through his mind. 

He took a deep breath, turned around, and said to everyone in a calm voice,””You guys go out first, I’ll 

stay here and study it.” 

“Yes, sir!” 

Feng chenzi and the rest did not dare to reject him. They nodded and hurriedly left. 

Even old ancestor yellow spring and the four great ancestors of sorcery nodded. 

After everyone had left, ye chen raised his hand and set up a barrier. Only then did he take a closer look 

at the dent on the stone door. 

He was sure that this dent was exactly the same size as the liuxian bottle. 

After hesitating for a moment, he thought of something and a dark green jade bottle appeared in his 

hand. 

“This ... This is master’s item?” 

The moment he saw the liuxian bottle, the Pangu axe spirit, Gu nu, trembled in shock. 

“I see, I see ...” 

“It seems like this is all part of the mysterious arrangement ...” 

He looked at ye chen with a complicated gaze and muttered to himself. 

“Go!” 

Ye chen waved his sleeve lightly and the liuxian bottle immediately shot toward the dent in the stone 

door. Then, it fitted perfectly with the dent. 

At that moment, ye Chen’s gaze was somewhat nervous. 

It could be said that the liuxian bottle was his biggest secret. If there was an accident, even he would 

vomit blood. 



“Chi ...” 

Fortunately, after the stone door fused with the liuxian bottle, there was no explosion or self-

destruction. Instead, it trembled slightly and its entire body bloomed with a dazzling light. 

Even ye chen felt a little dizzy. When he could see the scene in front of him clearly, he was surprised to 

see a huge circular array. 

The circular magic array was engraved with many small, dense characters, and a trace of ancient aura 

was also emitted from it. 

The original stone door had long disappeared. The liuxian bottle turned into a ray of light and returned 

to ye Chen’s body. 

“An ancient teleportation formation?” 

Ye chen was shocked at first, but when he saw the small characters on it, his eyes flashed.”No, this is not 

an ordinary ancient teleportation formation. It’s a space teleportation formation!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he could not help but feel a wave in his heart. 

There was a space teleportation formation here. 

If the ancient teleportation formation was limited to a flat surface, then the starry sky teleportation 

formation was involved in many dimensions. It had a longer distance and a more complicated design. 

“But why did this Galaxy teleportation formation appear here?” 

Ye chen frowned and could not help but ask,””Could it be that there’s something on the other side of 

the Galaxy teleportation formation?” 

Normally speaking, ordinary people would not easily set up such an unfamiliar teleportation formation. 

After all, no one knew where the other end of the teleportation array was. It could be 100000 meters 

underground, or it could be 10000 miles up in the sky. If he was not careful, he would die. 

If the other end of the teleportation array was destroyed, the person who was teleported over would be 

caught in a terrifying space-time reversal and a space storm. 

Even if they were lucky enough to survive, they would most likely drift aimlessly in the endless withered 

universe. Once their true Yuan was exhausted, they would die. 

Should he go or not? 

Ye chen was a little hesitant. 

After much consideration, he took a deep breath and waved his sleeve. A large number of spiritual 

stones appeared in front of him. 

“I hope you don’t disappoint me.” 



He struck out a seal and activated the starry sky teleportation formation. At the same time, he threw in 

a large number of spiritual stones, turning the flood-like spiritual Qi into the power to operate the 

teleportation formation. 

“Buzz buzz buzz!” 

As the technique was cast. 

Rays of light immediately lit up on the entire teleportation array. In the end, an extremely vast spatial 

teleportation power enveloped ye chen. 

The next moment! 

He disappeared from where he was and the space teleportation formation sank into the ground. The 

stone door reappeared. 

It was as if nothing had changed. 

Chapter 1705: The dried up star! 

 

To ye chen ... 

This was not the first time he had taken this space teleportation formation. Therefore, as soon as he 

entered the void teleportation channel, he formed a genuine Qi barrier outside his body to protect 

himself. 

His figure shuttled through the void channel at high speed, brushing past different light spots from time 

to time. 

“Those dots of light must be the stars closest to earth!” 

Ye Chen’s eyesight was excellent. He mumbled,”for example, the first light spot is the moon. Then, it’s 

the Big Dipper ...” 

He knew that he was leaving Earth at an extremely terrifying speed. 

Stay away from his parents! 

A wife that was far away! 

This speed had long surpassed the speed of light and the speed of a rocket. It was as if two stars that 

could travel hundreds of lightyears could be crossed in the blink of an eye. 

He did not know why, but he felt a little nervous and melancholy. 

If he were to leave and never return ... 

After all, to cultivators, even though their powers were great, they were just a drop in the ocean in the 

vast universe. 

The lonely universe was dark and silent. 



After an unknown period of time, on a star that was as dark as the Dead Sea in the vast universe. 

As a violent spatial storm descended, a figure landed on the ground. 

This planet was less than one-tenth of Earth’s size. There was no sign of life on it at all. It was filled with 

an aura of death. 

In this world, there was no such thing as an eternal existence. Not only did humans have a lifespan, but 

any star also had a lifespan. 

It was obvious that this was a sign that a star was about to die. 

“This place is ...” 

Ye chen stepped on the barren ground and looked down at the stars under his feet. His divine sense 

covered a radius of ten thousand miles. 

He had thought that he would be transported to a dangerous place. 

He didn’t expect to be transported here. 

There wasn’t a single trace of life within a radius of 10000 miles, let alone any trace of life. It was 

obvious that this planet wasn’t suitable for life. It was even more withered than the Moon and Mars. 

Around it, there were countless stars that were no different from him. As far as the eye could see, there 

were more than a hundred of them. Some of them were full of life, while some were dead. 

“Fortunately, the teleportation array is still there. I can return to Earth at any time.” 

Ye chen subconsciously turned to look at the starry sky teleportation formation in the void. Seeing that 

it was still there, he could not help but sigh in relief. 

“There must be a reason for this teleportation array to teleport me here. Otherwise, no one would put 

in so much effort just to play a joke on me.” 

With this in mind, ye Chen’s figure flickered and instantly disappeared from where he was. 

He was going to investigate this lonely star. 

This star was only one-tenth of Earth’s size. With his speed, he had a rough view of it in less than two 

hours. 

He spent some more time exploring the nearby planets. When he returned, his expression became a 

little strange. 

“Something’s wrong, there’s something wrong with this star!” 

He stared at his feet, his eyes shining with an all-seeing radiance. “It’s too quiet. Even if it has already 

withered, why is there no trace of life left on it?” 

The other exhausted planets more or less had the remains of life, such as the burning of fire or the 

traces of cultivation. 

However, the star under his feet did not have any of that. 



With this in mind, ye Chen’s eyes flickered. His hands formed a seal and he used the earth escape 

technique. His entire body sank directly into the ground. 

He shuttled through the ground like crazy, as if he wanted to explore this exhausted star from head to 

toe. 

Deep underground. 

Ye chen shuttled back and forth like a madman, not feeling the slightest bit of pressure. 

Suddenly, his body trembled violently, and he took a few steps back as if he had hit an extremely hard 

barrier. 

“That’s ...” 

Ye chen raised his eyes again and looked at the rock in front of him quietly, following the flickering of 

the flames in his eyes. 

The rock layer that was no different from the surrounding rock layers suddenly became different. It was 

actually covered with dense divine patterns of formation techniques. 

“A restriction! An extremely complicated restriction!” 

Ye Chen’s heart leaped with joy. Then, he subconsciously reached out to touch the rock layer. 

“BOOM!” 

In an instant, a terrifying backlash hit him, causing his blood and Qi to surge. 

“What a powerful restriction. This restriction is so profound that I’ve never seen it before. It’s 

completely different from the restrictions in the cultivation world and the immortal world.“ 

“It’s hard to imagine that such a powerful restrictive layer is hidden under this seemingly unremarkable 

Little Star. ” 

He took a deep breath. 

Before he could react, the liuxian bottle in his body suddenly started to shake. 

The next moment! 

The liuxian bottle forcefully emerged from his body and quickly rotated around the rock layer that was 

wrapped by the restriction. 

Suddenly, drops of green leaves dripped from it and fell on the rock layer. 

“Ka ka ka ...” 

With a crisp sound, the restriction that even ye chen was helpless against collapsed on its own. 

In just a few breaths, a large hole appeared on the rock layer, big enough for one person to pass 

through. 



Ye chen put away the liuxian bottle and took a step forward. His entire body instantly shuttled through 

the large hole. 

What entered his eyes was a quiet space. It was so quiet that there was no sound at all. There was 

actually a giant statue in this space. 

The giant was lying flat on the ground. Looking at it, its body was so huge that it was like a majestic 

mountain. Even Mount Tai would lose its color in front of it. 

“Master’s statue, this is master’s statue. ” 

At that moment, the Pangu axe Artifact Spirit’s excited voice rang in ye Chen’s mind. 

Then, the Pangu axe shot out of his body. “Master ...” He mumbled as he surrounded the giant. 

“Is this the statue of Pangu?” 

Ye Chen’s heart trembled. He took a step forward and quickly approached the giant. Suddenly, he felt an 

extremely strong pressure coming at him. 

The pressure seemed to be disdainful of everything, as if it was unruly. 

Between the giant’s brows, there was a huge vertical eye. The vertical eye was flashing with a faint 

divine light. From time to time, it would emit a suffocating aura. 

“That’s ...” Ye chen swallowed. 

“That is master’s divine spark!“ 

“So master hid the divine spark on this withered star,” Gu nu said with tears in his eyes. 

“I see ...” 

Ye chen was surprised and overjoyed. At the same time, he was shocked by Pangu’s scheme. 

This was because this lonely star was just too unremarkable. If he had not been so preconceived, he 

would have thought that it was just an ordinary star. 

If Pangu had left the Godhead on earth, the earth would have been in even more danger. 

“I’m determined to get the God clan’s Godhead!” 

With a thought, ye Chen’s entire body turned into a light spot and quickly entered the giant’s glabella. 

He had a premonition that this was his chance! 

This opportunity was even more terrifying than the liuxian bottle! 

Chapter 1706: The sea of stars in the body! 

 

Ye chen entered the giant’s glabella. 

The underground space once more returned to silence. 



The lonely star in the underground space was still quietly standing in the universe, unremarkable among 

the hundreds of other stars of the same size. 

No one knew that a young man from the distant Earth was about to receive a heaven-defying 

opportunity on this planet. 

…… 

This was a vast world. The stars were spread out between heaven and earth, mixed with darkness and 

coldness. 

Ye chen was in the middle of it all. He looked at Xing Chenyu, who quickly passed by him, and his face 

was filled with extreme shock. 

“This is the world inside the giant’s body?” 

He was simply too shocked. 

The world within the giant’s body looked like a universe of its own, containing countless stars. 

If he had not seen it with his own eyes, he might have thought that he was in the outside world. 

“Forming a sea of stars in the body, such a method can be called heaven-defying!” 

“How terrifying are the gods in the legends?!” 

Ye chen suppressed the shock in his heart and took a step forward, roaming the vast sea of stars. 

Suddenly, he stopped and stared into the distance. 

There, a light spot that was even smaller than the surrounding stars was floating quietly. 

Although it was not big, the light it emitted made the surrounding stars pale in comparison. 

It was as if it was the king of the stars. 

On top of it, there was a mysterious power that was emitted, accompanied by bright purple light. 

At the same time, the liuxian bottle in his body started to move again. This time, it was a thousand times 

more terrifying than before, as if it was being summoned by something. 

Ye chen forcefully sealed it within his body, not letting it come out to prevent any more unforeseen 

circumstances that he could not control. 

“That ... That’s master’s divine spark!” 

“That’s the inherited divinity of the Celestials!” Said linggu nu excitedly.”It’s the divinity left behind by 

our master!” 

“As expected!” 

Ye Chen’s eyes immediately burst with a golden light. 

Pangu was so powerful! 



With the ability to split the heavens and earth apart, how could the godhood he left behind be an 

ordinary item? 

Ye Chen’s eyes were burning as he stared at the purple light. He walked toward it step by step and 

slowly extended his palm. 

“BOOM!” 

At that moment, an irresistible force came from the purple light, followed by an indifferent and majestic 

voice,””Those who haven’t been acknowledged have no fate with godhood!” 

Ye Chen’s expression changed slightly. 

Then, he took another step forward. 

“BOOM!” 

In an instant, a huge gate appeared behind the purple light. 

In the heaven and earth gateway, purple light filled the air. It was as if everything in the world, including 

ye chen, had become a part of the purple. 

As soon as the heaven and earth gate appeared. 

Ye chen immediately felt a sense of awe from the depths of his soul. 

This kind of reverence even caused his soul to tremble. 

“If you don’t acknowledge me, why did you lure me here?!!” 

“I don’t believe it, and I won’t be manipulated by anyone!” 

Ye Chen’s eyes were unyielding as he took that step with all his might. 

“BOOM!” 

All of a sudden, a huge purple hand shot out from the gate. 

Then, he pointed his finger at ye chen! 

It was this finger! 

It made ye Chen’s heart jump and the hair on his body stood up. 

Ye Chen’s expression changed slightly. He took a deep breath and prepared to take this terrifying finger 

head-on. 

He had a premonition that if he missed this opportunity, he would regret it for the rest of his life. 

The next moment! 

The liuxian bottle in his body broke through the seal and turned into a dark green light that left his body, 

shooting towards the finger that was falling from afar. 

“Buzz buzz buzz ...” 



That terrifying finger instantly disappeared. 

The entire Gate of Heaven and earth trembled violently, as if the space could collapse and collapse at 

any time. 

Just as ye chen was prepared to face the danger ... 

The indifferent and majestic voice from before sounded again,””The flowing celestial bottle ...” 

The voice seemed to be sighing and at a loss ... 

“Boom boom boom!” 

Then, a terrifying suction force came from the huge heaven and earth portal. Ye Chen’s body was sucked 

in uncontrollably. 

Before he could react, the first thing that entered his eyes was a giant. 

This giant’s body size and aura were both terrifying. All of them were even larger and more vast than 

Pan Gu’s body outside. 

This giant had a vast universe above his head and a boundless starry sky beneath his feet. The many 

stars seemed too insignificant in front of him, as if they were bubbles. 

This was a powerful race! 

Ye chen was slightly shocked. 

The giant was holding a baby in its arms. Although it was called a baby, its body was bigger than any 

Earthling ye chen had ever seen. 

Soon, the giant crossed the endless Galaxy and crossed a distant land, finally arriving outside a planet 

wrapped in blue. 

The giant sized up the Blue Planet, then lowered his head to look at the baby in his arms. He threw the 

baby into the blue Planet. 

After that, the giant turned around and left, disappearing into the endless universe. He never looked at 

the baby again, and he was extremely determined. 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered when he saw this. He seemed to have come to a realization. 

The Blue Planet in front of him must be the early Earth. 

As for the baby that was thrown onto earth, he was on the verge of coming out. 

In the early days, the earth was in chaos. No one knew what the heavens and earth were, what all living 

things were, and what life force was. 

Ye chen just watched. 

Time passed quickly. 



He had witnessed the infant that had been thrown onto earth grow up, from an infant to a teenager, 

and then to a young man. 

The young man left earth and headed to the extremely distant Wei Zhi Galaxy. 

When he returned, he was on the verge of death. 

Suddenly, one day, the young man broke open the chaos of the void with a sharp axe. 

From then on, there was heaven and earth! 

The young man fell, his body transforming into everything. 

Almost at the same time, the voice from before rang in ye Chen’s mind again,””Inheritor, my name is 

Pan Gu. I hope that you will return to the God clan one day after receiving my inheritance ...” 

His voice was extremely muffled, so ye chen could not hear him clearly. 

The next moment! 

Ye Chen’s body seemed to be grabbed by a large invisible hand and then thrown into a mysterious 

space. 

At the same time, a large number of terrifying memories came from all directions like a tide, completely 

covering him. 

The amount of information was so huge that even with ye Chen’s powerful divine will, he still felt as if 

his soul was about to be torn apart. 

He couldn’t help but cry out in pain. 

“Immemorial stars art!!!” 

“Nine moves of heaven splitting!!!” 

“Eight earth-splitting halberds!” 

“……” 

Chapter 1707: The two outsiders! 

 

Time passed bit by bit. However, in this vast Galaxy, even after millions of years, there were still not 

many changes. 

The universe was still dark and lonely. 

After an unknown amount of time. 

One day, on the planet ye chen was on, a bolt of lightning crossed over from another galaxy and finally 

landed on this withered planet. 

As the lightning fell, a huge and ferocious thunder beast was revealed. 



The Thunder beast looked like a rhinoceros, and lightning would burst out from between the two 

ferocious vertical horns on its head from time to time. 

A handsome young man was sitting on the Thunder beast. His face was pale and he was wearing black 

armor. His face was somewhat different from that of the people on earth. 

“Ang ...” 

The Thunder beast roared and immediately bent its front legs into a kneeling position. 

The young man gently jumped down from his body and sized up the withered star under his feet. A trace 

of suspicion flashed across his handsome face.””Strange, why did the heaven tunneling rat lead me 

here?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a black light shot out from his sleeve. As soon as the black light landed 

on the ground, it revealed a hairy object. 

It looked like a black cat, but it had a long nose and sharp scales on its body. 

As soon as the heaven burrowing rat appeared, it sniffed around as if it was sensing something. 

“Alright, stop it!” 

“Mu kui from the wood spirit planet ambushed me while I was out,” the young man snorted.”I’m afraid 

he’s already here. I can’t stay here for long!” 

After saying that, a trace of blood flowed out from the corner of his mouth. 

Then, he looked into the distance and his expression changed.””Damn it, this mu kui actually followed 

me all the way here. It seems like he really wants to kill me!” 

“Bastard!” 

As the young man cursed, the heaven tunneling rat found its way and suddenly plunged into the ground. 

“Yes, sneak into the depths of this planet!” 

The young man immediately revealed a look of understanding. Then, with a wave of his sleeve, he put 

away the Thunder beast and escaped deep underground. 

A few breaths later, a burly man descended from where the young man had been. 

The burly man carefully sensed for a while and immediately looked at the place where the young man 

had sneaked in. The corner of his mouth immediately revealed a trace of a cold smile.”Huoxuan, do you 

think you can escape?” 

He made a hand seal and entered the ground. 

“Damn it, why is this mu kui chasing me?” 

“Could it be that he did something to me?” 

Deep underground, the young man cursed as he ran for his life. 



In the depths of the desolate star, an egg-shaped object had appeared at some point. 

This egg-shaped object was the size of a mountain and was completely purple in color. It had forcefully 

squeezed out a space in the middle of the layer of rocks. 

“What’s that?” 

The young man, who was running for his life, was shocked when he saw this. 

A mysterious egg had actually been born in the depths of this desolate planet? 

This was the first time he had seen or heard of such a thing! 

“Ka ka ka ...” 

Suddenly, a crack appeared on the surface of the egg-shaped object, followed by countless cracks. 

The eggshell shattered, and a figure in green emerged from it. 

It was a young man in green. He was meditating with his eyes closed. There was no aura coming from 

him, as if he had lost all signs of life. 

“Who is this person?!!” 

The young man was confused. 

At this moment, the seemingly dead young man in green suddenly opened his eyes. 

“BOOM!” 

As he opened his eyes, a huge Thunderbolt rose up from the depths of the earth. It shook the sky and 

the earth, spreading across the starry sky. 

At this moment, the green-robed young man was floating in mid-air with lightning swimming around his 

body. His long hair was Bathed In Lightning and moved without any wind. 

Then, the young man in green suddenly looked at the young man. 

Just this one glance! 

The young man was scared out of his wits! 

This was a pair of indescribable eyes that seemed to contain the entire world. It was as if they could see 

through all the laws in the world! 

It gave people a kind of extreme shock, as well as a kind of trembling in the depths of the soul. 

“Who is this person?!!” 

The young man’s body trembled. He felt as if an invisible hand had grabbed his throat as his eyes 

widened! 

It was too terrifying! 



One had to know that he was also a late divine transformation realm cultivator. However, he felt as if he 

had been seen through by the other party with a single glance. 

Even among the many clan elders, he had never felt such pressure as if he was about to die. 

At this moment, he somewhat regretted coming here. 

“This person must be an old monster who is cultivating in seclusion on this planet!” 

“I don’t know if I’ve offended him by accidentally barging in here!” 

The more the young man thought about it, the more afraid he became! 

He gritted his teeth, withstood the pressure, and knelt down in front of ye chen. He said in a trembling 

voice, “I’m Huo Xuan from the fire spirit planet’s fire spirit clan. I accidentally entered senior’s place of 

seclusion. I hope senior won’t blame me!” 

For cultivators, closed-door cultivation was the most important thing and could not be disturbed by the 

outside world. 

Therefore, he was very clear about the temper of these old monsters. Once they made him unhappy, 

they could easily exterminate their entire family. 

As he knelt down, ye chen quietly sized him up and then said without a trace of emotion,””Leave this 

planet within the time it takes for an incense stick to burn!!!” 

The lightning dissipated. 

His words were extremely calm. 

However, when it fell into the young man’s ears, it was like a Thunderbolt. 

“Yes, yes, yes, this junior will leave immediately!” 

The young man knelt down again, then got up and left without thinking too much. 

However, at that moment, a powerful divine sense swept over from the distance. 

The young man stopped in his tracks and his expression changed drastically.””Mu kui, this damned guy is 

really persistent!” 

He couldn’t help but reveal a look of despair! 

Mu kui was at the great circle of the soul formation stage, and his cultivation level was higher than his. 

However, he had shamelessly ambushed him earlier. 

If he was caught by him, the outcome was obvious. 

However, if he did not leave, ye chen, who was behind him, would not be happy! 

With that in mind, he gritted his teeth and suddenly turned around and knelt in front of ye chen 

again.””Senior, a great enemy wants to kill me. Please save this Junior’s life. This junior will be at your 

beck and call!” 



Without waiting for ye chen to speak, the divine thought in the distance got closer and closer, 

accompanied by a mocking voice,””Huoxuan, you’re not running anymore?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a burly man approached from afar and blocked Huo Xuan’s way. 

“Mu kui, you’ll die a horrible death!” 

Huo Xuan was in complete despair! 

When mu kui heard this, he smiled disdainfully. However, he was not in a hurry to attack. Instead, he 

looked at ye chen, who was in front of Huo Xuan, with great caution. 

It was because Huo Xuan was kneeling in front of this strange young man. 

In addition, the young man did not reveal any aura, which made him a little uncertain. 

Thinking up to this point, mu kui couldn’t help but probe,”Huo Xuan, you’re a genius of the fire spirit 

planet. I can’t believe you’re kneeling in front of others!” 

He had thought that Huo Xuan would be embarrassed. 

Who would have thought that Huo Xuan would look at him with a sneer, as if he had something to rely 

on?””Mu kui, how can you act so presumptuously in front of senior? quickly retreat!” 

Chapter 1708: Heaven-defying opportunity, Pangu’s divine spark! 

 

For Huo Xuan ... 

Since mu kui had already caught up, it was impossible to escape, so he might as well take a gamble. 

He was betting on the fact that ye chen was a peerless old monster who had been cultivating in 

seclusion here. He was betting on ye chen not wanting to see him bleed in front of him. 

Mu kui’s pupils violently contracted upon hearing his reprimand. He was even more confused now. 

After all, Huo Xuan had been running for his life all this time. He was afraid of him, so how could he be 

so confident? 

With this in mind, he could not help but take a deep look at ye chen in the distance and cupped his 

fists.””May I know how to address you, fellow Daoist? I’m mu kui from the wood spirit star. I hope 

fellow Daoist won’t interfere in the feud between me and the fire Mystic. ” 

He did not Know ye Chen’s depth, so he tried to sound him out again. 

However, ye chen did not seem to hear her. He slowly closed his eyes and said in an emotionless 

voice,””Get lost within three breaths, or die!” 

Mu kui’s heart was filled with anger. 

He was a genius from wood spirit planet. When had he ever been looked down upon like this by a kid on 

the outside? 



“What a boastful brat!” 

He suddenly shouted and made a hand seal.”Go!” 

With a whoosh, a giant red shadow that looked like a demon shot out from his body and pounced 

toward ye chen. 

The huge red shadow was like a huge six-winged centipede with a threatening murderous aura. 

“Wood spirit technique!” 

Seeing this, Huo Xuan’s expression changed. 

This was because mu kui had used this move to injure him. 

The red shadow was as fast as lightning. Coupled with the short distance between the two, it arrived in 

front of ye chen almost instantly. 

However, before the red shadow could touch ye chen, it was struck by a bolt of lightning and turned into 

ashes with a scream. 

“Pfft!” 

Mu kui spat out a mouthful of blood almost at the same time. Then, he couldn’t care about anything 

else as he quickly fled into the distance with an extremely horrified expression. 

This person actually broke my life-bound wood spirit! 

Escape, he had to escape! 

At this moment, the shock in his heart could not be any greater. 

Ye chen opened his eyes again. This time, he was filled with killing intent. He gently reached out with his 

hand and it seemed to transform into a giant earth-splitting palm that covered everything. 

“No!” 

Mu kui immediately felt an extremely terrifying suction force, and his body flew back uncontrollably. 

“Senior, please spare me, spare me ...” 

At that moment, mu kui looked at ye chen with fear in his eyes.””I’m from the wood spirit planet. 

Senior, my great-grandfather is the master of the wood spirit planet. You can’t kill me ...” 

Ye Chen’s arm trembled and instantly shattered his physical body. A miniature version of the little man 

looked at him with fear. 

It was the wood Spirit’s divine soul. 

“No, you can’t kill me ...” He said. 

It screamed madly. 

Ye Chen’s expression did not change. He pointed a finger at the space between his brows and an 

extremely terrifying force was about to destroy his astral body. 



Suddenly, a red light shot out from his astral body and turned into an illusory figure in front of ye chen. 

“Fellow Daoist, I’m mu beiming, the master of wood spirit planet. Please stop, let’s talk ...” He said. 

There was a faint trace of pressure coming from it. 

“Dao integration stage late-stage?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes flashed with surprise. He then forcibly wiped away mu kui’s astral body. 

“Brat, dare!” 

The illusory figure seemed to have sensed that mu kui had died, and its aura instantly became extremely 

violent. 

However, the next moment, his projection disappeared. 

The entire process was completed in the blink of an eye. 

After Huo Xuan woke up from his daze, he couldn’t help but shiver. 

Mu kui had actually been killed! 

At this time, he suddenly noticed a cold gaze on him. 

“Plop!” 

He immediately knelt down on the ground, his body trembling. 

“Does this planet have a name?” ye chen asked. 

Huo Xuan didn’t dare to hide anything. He immediately said respectfully,””Senior, this planet is called 

the sea Owl planet. It’s said that countless years ago, this planet was a sea. However, it’s unknown why 

it became so desolate.” 

“Planet Neptune?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered. 

After receiving Pan Gu’s inheritance, he had learned too many things. 

For example, the sea Owl Star was originally full of vitality and had many civilizations. Later, after Pangu 

hid the Godhead under the star, the Godhead absorbed the vitality of the star and eventually caused the 

star to completely wither. 

Seeing that he was silent, Huo Xuan became more and more nervous. He subconsciously said,””If senior 

doesn’t mind, you can follow junior to fire spirit planet. That’s Junior’s ancestral land ...” 

“That’s fine!” Ye chen surprisingly agreed. 

After the time it took for an incense stick to burn, a thunder beast spread its wings and soared in the 

starry sky. On its back sat a figure in green. 

Beside the green-robed figure, there was a youth in black armor standing respectfully. 



Ye chen sat cross-legged and immersed his divine sense into his mind. 

In his mind, he saw a Purple diamond-shaped object floating quietly in his Shenting acupoint, exuding a 

holy aura. 

If Supreme immortal Guhua hadn’t died, he would definitely have thought that this was the Supreme 

treasure that he had spent so much effort to obtain, the Kasaya divine spark! 

Ye Chen’s eyes burned with passion as he felt the energy coming from the diamond-shaped object. 

This time, he had learned a piece of news that could shake the Three Realms, and this news was related 

to the Shen clan. 

Everyone in the world believed that cultivating to become an immortal was the pinnacle of this world. 

Even the previous ye chen was no exception. 

Chapter 1709: Entering fire spirit star! 

 

However, in reality, there were existences that were even higher than Immortals, and these existences 

were known as the divine race. 

He had been replaced by an ancient God. 

They were born as innate gods, capable of destroying billions of stars and creating the heavens and 

earth. They were the true rulers of the world! 

Pangu was one of them, but he had been abandoned in the universe by the adult God race since he was 

young. 

This was also a process that all generations of Protoss had to go through in their growth. 

Any newborn Protoss would be thrown into the desolated universe by an adult Protoss. 

Pangu had tried to return to the Protoss as soon as he became an adult, but for some unknown reason, 

he had suddenly fallen, and his body had evolved into all things on earth. 

At this thought, ye chen could not help but gasp. “There’s actually a danger in this world that could 

cause the fall of the God clan. How terrifying.” 

The next moment! 

Between his eyebrows, there was a mark that looked like a star floating slowly. However, the star looked 

a little dim, as if it was only half a star. 

After receiving Pangu’s godhood inheritance, ye chen could now be considered an ancient God. 

However, he was equivalent to a young ancient God. 

However, the Pangu divine persona only contained memories and did not contain any substantial 

inheritance of power. 



The God clan consumed the life force of the stars as their energy, and their cultivation base was also 

calculated by the power of the stars. 

Their abilities were measured by the number of stars. For example, one-star ancient God, two-star 

ancient God, and so on, to nine-star ancient God! 

At his peak, Pangu was a five-star ancient God with the power to split the heavens and earth. 

There was a star Mark between ye Chen’s brows, indicating that he was a one-star ancient God. 

The ancient God’s greatest reliance was his physical body, which was known as the body of the ancient 

God. With it, he could destroy billions of stars with a single palm. 

If ye chen had successfully cultivated the ancient God’s body, he would be able to fight against the 

ancient immortal with his physical body alone. 

However, the conditions to cultivate the ancient God’s body were extremely harsh. One had to find the 

five most extreme types of energy in the world as the pre-condition to build the foundation of the 

ancient God’s body. 

This was also the reason why he agreed to Huo Xuan’s request to visit the fire spirit planet. After all, 

since he was already here, there was no need to rush. 

At this moment, an extremely respectful voice woke him up.””Senior, we’ve arrived at the fire spirit 

star!” 

Ye chen looked up at the planet below. This planet was not big, about the same size as planet Neptune. 

Its size was only one-tenth of earth. 

However, the spiritual energy of this planet was extremely rich. One after another, fire dragons formed 

a formation on the surface of the planet. Upon a closer look, the source of the power of these fire 

dragons was actually the countless fire-type spiritual energy on the ground. 

This was a planet with terrifying fire elements. 

No wonder it was called the fire spirit star. 

Huo Xuan seemed to have sensed his confusion, so he immediately explained,””Senior, you may not 

know this, but there are three other planets similar to the fire spirit planet. They are the wood spirit 

planet, the Earth Spirit planet, and the gold spirit planet.” 

“Metal, wood, earth, and fire? The five elements?” 

“What about Planet Water spirit?” ye chen asked in surprise. 

This place was very similar to earth. The earth was also surrounded by Jupiter, Mars, and other 

existences. Of course, neither Jupiter nor Mars was suitable for human survival. 

“Strictly speaking, there’s no such thing as Planet Water spirit,” Huo Xuan said.”If we must trace it back, 

then planet Neptune is the planet Water spirit you mentioned.” 

“I see!” 



Ye chen came to a sudden realization. 

Just as the two of them were about to reach the surface of fire spirit star, a powerful barrier suddenly 

rippled open. From a distance, it looked like a layer of protection formed by endless flames. 

“Senior, this is the star formation of our fire spirit planet. Its purpose is to prevent people from other 

galaxies from entering!” 

Huo Xuan took a few steps forward and waved his sleeve. A token immediately shot out and released a 

Phantom image that looked like an essence Fire Dragon. 

As soon as the essence Qi Fire Dragon touched the star formation, an opening appeared on the surface 

of the star formation. 

“Senior, please follow me!” 

Huo Xuan cupped his fists at ye chen and then walked to the front. 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered. He followed him through the astral formation and entered the fire spirit planet. 

He instantly felt the fire-type spirit energy as dense as the sea. 

“Boom boom boom!” 

At the same time, several figures flew over from the distance. They were two men and a woman. 

The leader of the group was a woman in a red dress. 

Seeing these three people, huoxuan was not surprised. Instead, he was happy and hurriedly said,””Big 

sister!” 

“Little brother, you’re finally back!” 

The woman in the red dress arrived and sized up Huo Xuan. She said coldly,””You’re injured? Speak, who 

did it?” 

As soon as she finished speaking, she finally noticed ye chen beside Huo Xuan. A cold glint flashed across 

her beautiful eyes. 

The other two men were no exception. They clearly thought ye chen was the murderer. 

“Big sister, you’re wrong!” 

Huoxuan’s expression changed slightly, and he hurriedly explained,””My injury has nothing to do with 

senior ye. On the contrary, if it weren’t for him, I might have already died!” 

“Senior?” 

Without waiting for the lady in red to speak, one of the other two men sneered,””Huoxuan, how dare 

you call a young man a young man? are you out of your mind?” 

“Huoyuan is right!” 

The other young man looked at ye chen suspiciously.”This brat’s age isn’t much different from ours, how 

can he be worthy of the word” senior “?” 



Chapter 1710: -God worship ceremony! 

 

In the face of huoyuan’s doubts, he said, 

Even the red-clothed woman called Huo Yun shook her head in a noncommittal manner. 

In her opinion, ye chen was younger than them. At this age, his cultivation base was at most at the soul 

formation stage. How could he be qualified to call himself a senior in front of them? 

“Alright, little brother, follow big sister back. Father wants to see you. This time, the fire spirit star’s 

sacrificial Hall can not be messed up.” 

Huo Yun grabbed Huo Xuan with one hand and was about to leave. 

“Big sister!” 

Huo Xuan’s expression changed slightly. He could not help but look at ye chen subconsciously. He did 

not want them to offend this senior. 

Ye chen seemed to have guessed his thoughts and said lightly,””You go back with them. This ye will take 

a walk around this planet.” 

After saying that, Huo Yun and the other two grabbed Huo Xuan and flew away. 

Ye chen watched the group of people leave and a glint flashed in his eyes.”God worship ceremony?” 

In the next moment, he took a step forward and disappeared from where he was. 

On an official road on fire spirit planet. 

Ye chen restrained his energy and walked slowly on the official road. His handsome face and green 

clothes made him look extremely elegant. 

He realized that even though the fire spirit planet was only one-tenth the size of earth, the density of 

the spirit Qi on it was incomparable to earth. 

Even though the fire spirit planet was densely populated, it still had its own mortal world and mortal 

dynasty. 

“The Pangu divine spark I obtained this time is my biggest gain.” 

“If I can successfully cultivate the ancient God Body, I’ll be able to create a clone with the ancient God 

Body ...” Ye chen muttered. 

There were very few people on the main road. Occasionally, there were pedestrians hurrying along, but 

they did not even look at ye chen. In their eyes, ye chen was just a scholar who had just entered the 

capital to take the imperial examination. 

At this moment, the ground began to shake violently. Then, a tall, fat horse galloped over from the 

distance. 

“Get out of the way. The horse has gone crazy. You won’t be responsible if you die.” 



There was a man in Black on the tall horse. The man was crazily tightening the reins, trying to stop the 

horse. 

However, the horse’s eyes were red and its veins were exposed. It had obviously gone mad and refused 

to listen to orders. 

“Plop, plop, plop!” 

The out-of-control horse galloped toward ye chen. 

“Be careful!” The black-robed man exclaimed. 

“Bang!” 

Suddenly, ye chen threw a punch and the horse flew backward. It rolled a few times with the Man in 

Black. 

“Bastard!” 

The burly Man in Black was in great pain. Seeing his beloved horse die on the spot, he swung his whip at 

ye chen without a word. 

Ye Chen’s eyes turned cold. 

He didn’t want to hurt these mortals, but if they wanted to die, he didn’t mind killing them. 

“Third brother, stop!” 

At this time, an angry voice came from behind the Man in Black. Then, the whip that was about to land 

on ye Chen’s face was suddenly pulled back by a hand. 

At the same time, a middle-aged man in silk blocked ye Chen’s way. He stared at the Man in Black and 

said,””Did you forget what I told you before we left?” 

“Big brother, this brat killed my horse ...” The Man in Black mumbled, feeling a little unwilling. 

He had spent a lot of money to get this horse, which he usually regarded as a treasure. He did not know 

why it suddenly went crazy. 

“Shut up!” 

“Your horse almost hurt this young man,” the man in silk scolded coldly.”If he didn’t have some 

strength, the consequences would be unimaginable.” 

With that, he turned to ye chen and cupped his fists.”Young man, I hope you don’t mind that I scared 

you just now. I’m lu Jianzhang, a member of the Weilong bodyguard agency. I’m here to apologize to 

you.” 

Then, he took out a bag and said,””Little brother, here’s a hundred copper coins. I hope you can accept 

it. Just treat it as a drink from me.” 

“No need,” Ye chen shook his head slightly. 



This Lu Jianzhang was reasonable and did not think that he was biased because of his young age and his 

lonesome life. 

With that, he turned around and left. 

Upon seeing this, the burly Man in Black was rather unconvinced and said,””Big brother, this kid doesn’t 

know his place. Should I teach him a lesson?” 

“Shut up!” 

“I’ve told you so many times, but you still can’t change that temper of yours. When we travel the world, 

we should try our best not to make enemies with others ...”Lu Jianzhang cursed. 

“Let’s go. Don’t let the young miss and the others worry. ” 

He looked at ye chen in the distance and whistled. A Black Horse suddenly leaped out from the distance. 

In the dense forest, a group of about twenty people were escorting a carriage on the official road. 

Behind the carriages were boxes dragged by horses. On them were the words “Weilong bodyguard 

agency.” 

Outside the carriage. 

“Miss, we can set off now,” Lu Jianzhang bowed and cupped his fists. 

A crisp voice came from the carriage through the curtain,””Uncle Lu, is second uncle Liao alright?” 

“He’s fine,” 

“Fortunately, we met a young man on the way and he killed the Crazy Horse with one punch,” Lu 

Jianzhang said. 

“He killed the Crazy Horse with one punch?” 

The young lady he was talking about was a little surprised.”This person has such brute force, he’s 

probably not an ordinary person, right?” 

“Miss, he is a scholar.” 

Lu Jianzhang replied,”he must be someone who came to the capital to take the exam. It’s not surprising 

for a scholar to learn martial arts to protect himself.” 

“So that’s how it is. Then let’s set off.” 

“Yes!” 

Lu Jianzhang immediately jumped down from the carriage and ordered the convoy to set off again. 

But to everyone’s surprise, the previously incomparably obedient horse, for some reason, refused to 

move. No matter how they were whipped, it did not move. On the contrary, it spun around in circles, 

appearing somewhat anxious and manic. 

“There’s a situation. Everyone, pay attention. ” 



Lu Jianzhang’s expression changed slightly as he hurriedly shouted. 

As his voice fell, a large group of people suddenly rushed out from the forest on both sides of the official 

road. The total number of people was a huge 50. 

The leader held a large blade in his hand and led his men to block Lu Jianzhang and the others ‘escape 

routes. 

Everyone from the mighty dragon bodyguard agency picked up their weapons in unison and looked at 

the group of people with vigilance and nervousness. 

Lu Jianzhang’s expression changed slightly. He hurriedly shouted,””Don’t be rash. ” 

The next moment! 

He quickly walked out and said to the leader of the men,””Brother, we’re from the capital’s Weilong 

bodyguard agency. We hope you can make things easy for us.” 

He couldn’t be more familiar with this scene. 

They had traveled North and South to protect their goods, and it was inevitable that they would 

encounter some bandits who would block their way and Rob them. Therefore, they would often give out 

some money to ensure their safety. 

After he finished speaking, he immediately took out a bag and threw it to the former.””Brother, there’s 

a hundred gold coins inside. Take it as a treat for all of you.” 

“Gold Zhu is a local currency, and below it are silver pearls and copper Zhu. One gold Zhu is equivalent 

to 10000 copper Zhu. 

Often, a household’s monthly rations only cost two hundred copper coins. From this, it could be seen 

that the weight of a hundred gold coins was not ordinary. 

 


